
   

 

Police Awareness Event: ‘Autism and Policing’ 

Thursday 25th April 2019 (10:30am-3:00pm) 

 

Background to the event 

This Autism and Policing awareness event has arisen from a government-funded research 

project (Economic and Social Research Council, 2013-2016).  The project looked at whether 

typically developing children and autistic children recalled a ‘mock’ witnessed crime more 

effectively with the assistance of a Registered Intermediary.   The research was carried out 

by a team of academic experts from City, University of London (Professor Lucy Henry and Dr 

Laura Crane who is now at UCL) and the University of Winchester (Dr Rachel Wilcock).   

In this awareness event, officers will hear about: (1) key findings from the research project; 

(2) direct experiences of the criminal justice system given by individuals with autism; (3) 

important insights from experienced police officers on how to interview vulnerable 

witnesses; and (4) how Registered Intermediaries work with vulnerable witnesses such as 

children and those who have autism or other developmental disorders.  This event focuses 

on best practice for interviewing and identification lineups, and is aimed at officers who 

conduct video recorded interviews.   

Learning Outcomes:  

o Understanding of autism as a condition and issues that arise for policing 

o How best to interview vulnerable witnesses such as children and adults with 

autism or other developmental difficulties 

o The role of the Registered Intermediary in assisting vulnerable witnesses  

o Effective communication strategies – tools and techniques 

 

To book your free place, please contact:  Lucy.Henry.1@city.ac.uk  

 

Date and venue information 

Date: Thursday 25th April 2019  

Format: One half-day FREE session (11:00am-3:00pm).  Registration and complimentary tea 

and coffee 10:30-11:00am 

Venue: City, University London, Oliver Thompson Lecture Theatre (OTLT), Northampton 

Square EC1V 0HB  

https://www.city.ac.uk/visit/timetabling-rooms/rooms-by-building/tait-building/oliver-

thompson-lecture-theatre 

https://www.city.ac.uk/visit/timetabling-rooms/rooms-by-building/tait-building/oliver-thompson-lecture-theatre
https://www.city.ac.uk/visit/timetabling-rooms/rooms-by-building/tait-building/oliver-thompson-lecture-theatre


   
 

Police Awareness Event: ‘Autism and Policing’ 

 

Schedule: 

10:30-11:00:  Registration with tea & coffee (Oliver Thompson Lecture Theatre foyer) 

11.00-11:05:  Welcome from DI Trevor Borley (Detective Inspector of Learning and 

Development at the Metropolitan Police Service's Crime Academy)   

11:05-11:20:  An introduction to autism from Professor Lucy Henry (City, University of 

London) 

11:20-11:40:  A first-hand account of autism and the criminal justice system by Robyn 

Steward    

11:40-12:20:  Interviewing witnesses with autism by Kev Smith (former Police Officer, 

currently National Vulnerable Witness Adviser) 

12:20-1:00:  Coffee and refreshments (Oliver Thompson Lecture Theatre foyer) 

1:00-1:20   Description of the research findings on autism, children and Registered 

Intermediaries by Prof Lucy Henry and Dr Rachel Wilcock.  

1:20-1:50:  The role of the intermediary by the team of Registered Intermediaries  

1:50-2:30:  Case studies of vulnerable witnesses with autism (and other vulnerabilities) by 

the team of Registered Intermediaries  

2:30-2:45:  Question and answer session by a panel of Registered Intermediaries 

2:45-3:00:  Close of the session and collection of feedback forms 

 

Note that we can provide tea, coffee and cakes – but please bring your own lunch   

 

 

 

Feedback from the previous Autism and Policing event we ran in 2016:  

“Really glad I came today – possibly the best and most useful input I’ve had during my career.”   

“Outstanding day. Very informative and relevant to today’s police services. ALL speakers were 

excellent illustrating their experiences.” 

 


